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I have personal knowledge of the matters set forth in this Declaration. 

Experience/Background 

1. I have worked for the United States Department of the Interior's Bureau of Land 

Management (BLM) Southern Nevada District Office (SNDO) for approximately six years 
as a restoration specialist and I have a total of over 8 years experience in the field of 
restoration ecology. 

2. From 2008 - 2009, I also worked at the BLM's Elko District Office as a Range 
Technician, so I am familiar with the BLM's grazing program, monitoring standards, and 
regulations. 

3. As part of my duties, I conduct vegetation monitoring and resource damage assessments 
on the public lands. My duties also include work on invasive weed controls and 
emergency stabilization and rehabilitation after wildfire or flood events. I have been 
working on projects in the Gold Butte area since 2004, so I am very familiar with the 
native and invasive vegetation, the terrain, soil types, wildlife, cultural resources, 
hydrology, recreational opportunities, and other resources in this area. I have implemented 
a variety of restoration projects in this area and have seen first-hand the damage that the 
trespass livestock are causing. For the past two years, I have also been assigned as the 

SNDO lead and Project Manager for the cattle trespass in the Gold Butte area. 

Comprehensive Trespass Documentation 

4. In early 2011, the SNDO District Manager, Mary Jo Rugwell, directed me to plan, 
organize and execute a comprehensive trespass inventory that would allow the BLM to 
better document the actual extent and scope of the trespass grazing within the Gold Butte 

area, and to determine who owned the trespass cattle. In total, I have conducted four 
trespass inventories in: March 2011, August 2011, February 2012, and March 2012 as 
more fully discussed below. 

5. In order to ensure a complete and accurate count in the March 2011 inventory, I 
determined that we needed to have both an aerial and ground component. The purpose of 
the aerial component was to identify the locations of the cattle, given the large size of the 
area to be covered, as well as the topography and inaccessibility of many areas that makes 
it difficult to know whether cattle are present on-the-ground. The purpose of the ground 
component was to determine ownership of the cattle that were located through the aerial 
reconnaissance. 

6. The District Manager assigned a total of approximately 27 staff and law enforcement 
officials to work as my team on the trespass cattle count. I identified these individuals for 
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the trespass count based on their familiarity with the areas to be investigated, their 
familiarity with livestock and livestock identification, experience working in remote or 
backcountry areas, and experience with off-road vehicles, use of GPS units, maps, spotting 
scopes, and other field gear that would be used during the operation. 

7. Prior to initiating the trespass count, I prepared a training session for all of the individuals 
participating in the count. The training covered topics such as livestock identification, 
brand and earmark identification, documentation and data collection techniques, use of 
GPS units and two-way radios, and safety protocols. I also provided participants with a 
packet of materials including maps of the area to be covered, radio protocols, sample 
livestock identification sheets, excerpts from the brand book for brand identification, 
contact lists, daily schedules, gear checklists, etc. This training ensured that the 
information collected by the teams would be in a standard format and provide reliable 
information on any trespass grazing observed. 

8. I specifically trained the participants to document cattle ownership in one of three ways 
based on a visual inspection of each cow, bull, heifer, steer, or calf (the term "cow" will be 
used to refer to any such individual animal) that might be encountered. First, if the 

observer saw a brand or earmark, then the observer would record that information for that 
cow so that ownership could be determined. Second, if the observer did not see any brand 

or earmark, but could not view the cow from all sides to confirm that no brand or earmark 
was present anywhere on the cow, then that cow was identified as ownership unknown, 
since it could possibly have ownership markings that were not observed. Finally, if the 

observer did not see any brand or earmark and was able to view the cow from all sides to 
confirm that no brand or earmark was present anywhere on the cow, then that cow was 
identified as having no ownership information. 

9. Prior to the aerial flight, I developed a flight plan to ensure visual coverage of the entire 

area, including drainages and other areas that would not be visible from the ground. I flew 
in the helicopter for the aerial component of the flight, which is also described in the report 
I prepared summarizing the March 2011 Gold Butte Trespass Cattle Inventory 
(Attachment A). I used a GPS to obtain the coordinates for all cows or groups of cattle 
that I observed from the air. I took the GPS point and my colleague, Krystal Johnson, 

recorded the waypoint number as well as the number of cattle that I observed. That 
information was then relayed via two- way radio to a dispatcher, who would then send a 
ground team to that location to determine ownership of the cattle. These ground teams 
were spread throughout the area that we were flying during that fuel cycle. We had four 
teams in 4-wheel drive trucks and one team on a Razor (an all-terrain vehicle), which was 
used for the least accessible areas. 
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10. After receiving the radio call from the dispatcher, along with the GPS coordinates and 

number of cattle observed aerially, the ground team would set off for that location. To 
avoid duplicate counts of the same cattle, the dispatcher would assign a unique site number 

to each location. The ground team would attempt to approach the cattle in a manner that 

would not startle or spook the cattle so that ownership markings could be observed. 

11. In some cases, the ground team would be unable to approach the cattle because of 
topography or inaccessibility of the area, or because the cattle ran away. In those 

situations, the team would use a spotting scope to collect any information that could be 

obtained visually and recorded that information consistent with the directions received 
during their training. The team would also take a GPS location from where they observed 

the cattle and put the assigned site number into their GPS. I used the recorded site number 

to match up the GPS location of where the cattle were located, and from where the team 

observed the cattle. Then the team would fill out the documentation forms indicating the 

site number, how many cattle they observed, any brands or earmarks observed, and any 

other relevant information. 

12. If the team could approach nearer to the cattle, then the team would take a GPS point of 

the cattle's location and put the assigned site number into the GPS. They would then put 

the site number, team number, and date onto a white board, take a photo of that white 

board, and then take photographs of cattle they observed. Then they would fill out the 

documentation forms indicating the site number, how many cattle they observed, any 

brands or earmarks observed, and any other relevant information. 

13. This approach was used to cover all of the areas where cattle might be located - both on 
the BLM-managed lands and the Lake Mead National Recreation Area (managed by the 

National Park Service (NPS)) within the broader Gold Butte area. The March 2011 count 

covered all areas where cattle could potentially be located, skipping only those areas so 

mountainous or steep as to be inaccessible to cattle. 

14. When the field investigation concluded, I collected all the data sheets from the ground 

crews, all the photographs, and all the data from the GPS units in order to compile and 

analyze the information. I spent several days comparing data from the helicopter to data 

from the ground and matching up site numbers. I then developed a GIS database into 
which I inputted data from the ground teams, such as the total number of cattle at a site, 

how many had brands or earmarks, how many were unknown, how many had no marks, 

how many had calves, what team collected the data, etc. 

15. Once everything was entered into the GIS database, I was able to analyze the information 

we had compiled. This information showed that there were a total of 903 cattle on the 

federal lands and confirmed that the only branded livestock observed were all owned by 

Mr. Bundy, with the exception of one bull found near the Arizona border. The count also 
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revealed that trespass livestock were spread out over almost 500,000 acres within the Gold 
Butte Area (approximately 55 miles north to south), and were present on public lands 
within the former Bunkerville allotment and other public lands also closed to grazing, as 
well as within the Lake Mead National Recreation Area. See March Report (Attachment 
A). The total cost of the March 21-25, 2011 trespass investigation was approximately 

$124,000. 

16. Of the 903 cattle that were observed, a total of 352 head were on federal lands within the 
former Bunkerville allotment. Of those cattle, a total of 122 head had brands or earmarks 
that identified them as belonging to Cliven Bundy, while the remaining 230 head had no 
brands or earmarks, or ownership could not be conclusively determined. There were no 
cattle bearing brands or earmarks that were not registered to Cliven Bundy within the 
former Bunkerville allotment. Of the 903 cattle that were observed, a total of 551 were on 

federal lands in the Gold Butte area outside the former Bunkerville allotmen{ Of those 
cattle, a total of 110 head had brands or earmarks that identified them as belonging to 
Cliven Bundy, while the remaining 441 head had no brands or earmarks, or ownership 
could not be conclusively determined. There was only one bull bearing a brand that was 
not registered to Cliven Bundy. This bull was found near the Arizona border and the brand 
could not be found as a registered brand in either Nevada or Arizona. 

August 2011 Trespass Investigation 

17. In August 2011, I was tasked with determining whether Mr. Bundy had removed his 
livestock from the federal lands as directed in a June 8, 2011 Trespass Notice and July 26, 

2011 Notice of Intent to Impound. I therefore planned, organized and implemented a 
follow-up cattle count from August 15-19,2011 using a helicopter and on-the-ground 

crews. 

18. We had fewer on-the-ground crew members, but covered the same areas that had been 
flown in March 2011. We also used the same methodologies developed for the March 
count during the August count. This trespass investigation was carried out at a total cost 

of approximately $91,000. 

19. The August 2011 trespass investigation revealed that Mr. Bundy had not removed his 
livestock from the federal lands following the BLM's June 8, 2011 Trespass Notice and 

July 26, 2011 Notice of Intent to Impound. A total of 729 cows were observed by air and 
confirmed to the extent accessible on-the-ground during that count. The trespass cattle 
were spread out over the Gold Butte area, as was observed during the March count, but 
were distributed differently, due to the difference in the time of year. 

20. During the August count, livestock were more concentrated along the edges of Lake Mead 
and the Virgin River, due to hotter temperatures relative to March. See August Report 
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(Attachment B). Because these riparian zones where livestock are more likely to 
congregate during warmer temperatures contain more dense vegetative growth, such as salt 
cedar, quail bush, willow, cottonwood, etc., it is more difficult to observe cattle from the 
air, and more difficult to access cattle in those areas on-the-ground. Although fewer cattle 
were observed in August, relative to March, due to the location of the cattle and the greater 
difficulties in observing cattle through vegetative growth, it is my professional opinion that 
we likely under-counted the actual number of cattle present on the federal lands in the 
August count, and that the March count was a more accurate count due to better visuals. 

21. Of the 729 cattle that were observed, ground crews were able to reach a total of 278 head, 
but 136 of those could not be approached closely enough to determine ownership. Of the 
142 that could be approached, 47 had no brands or earmarks, 42 had earmarks registered to 
Cliven Bundy and 14 had brands registered to Cliven Bundy. A total of 477 head of cattle 
were on federal lands within the former Bunkerville allotment, while another 252 head (13 
with brands or earmarks) were on federal lands in the Gold Butte area outside the 
Bunkerville allotment. Many of the 252 cattle outside the former Bunkerville allotment 
were inaccessible by ground, and we were therefore, unable to determine if they had 

brands or earmarks. 

February 2012 Trespass Investigation 

22. In February 2012, the District Manager asked me to conduct another over-flight to 
ascertain whether Cliven Bundy had complied with a September 20, 2011 Order to 
Remove. This investigation was solely an aerial investigation to determine whether cattle 

remained on the federal land. 

23. I conducted the over-flight investigation over a three-day period from February 1-3, 2012. 
During this investigation, I used the same flight pattern and methodology as for the prior 
March and August aerial components, but did not have ground crews available to do an 

on-the-ground check of brands or earmarks. The total cost of this aerial trespass 
investigation was around $40,000. 

24. Over a three-day period, I documented 652 cattle spread out over the Gold Butte area in a 
pattern similar to that observed in March of 2011, rather than concentrated at the riparian 
areas as in the August 20 II count. The cattle were located on federal lands both within 
and outside the former Bunkerville allotment, and cattle found outside the former 
Bunkerville allotment were located on federal lands administered by the BLM and by 
NPS. Of the 652 trespass cattle documented, a total of 264 of these were located outside 
the former Bunkerville allotment. See February 2012 Cattle Location Map (Attachment 

C). 
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25. During this over-flight, I also took a GPS point at each range improvement I could locate 
from the air. See map of Range Improvement locations (Attachment D). 

26. Based on the lower numbers of cattle that I observed in February 2012 relative to March 
and August 20 II count it appeared that some cattle had been removed from the west side 

of the Overton Arm in Lake Mead National Recreation Area. 

March 2012 Trespass Investigation 

27. In March 2012, I organized and participated in another trespass investigation over-flight. 
The primary purpose of this flight was to determine locations of cattle for a planned 
impoundment that was subsequently cancelled. This two-day over-flight on March 28th 

and March 30th
, 2012 again covered the entire area where trespass cattle had been 

previously observed, but the transects were not as narrow as in the prior counts (and 
therefore were less comprehensive). Due to mechanical issues with the helicopter, we 
were also not able to fly a fuel cycle that we were intending to fly on the last day, and 

subsequently were unable to cover a small section of land that was flown in the previous 
investigations. The total cost of this over-flight was approximately $32,000. 

28. As with the February 2012 count, this was only an aerial count with no ground crews. 
However, I followed the same methodology as for the aerial component in all the prior 

counts. 

29. Over the two day flight, I observed 737 cattle in total, which included over 100 newborn 
calves. The cows were distributed in a similar pattern to what I had observed in February 
and were located on federal lands both within and outside of the former Bunkerville 
allotment on lands managed by the BLM and the NPS. It was clear from this flight, that 

cattle had not been removed from the federal lands, and that their numbers on the federal 
lands had actually increased due to spring calving. A total of 171 of the observed cows 
and calves were located on public lands in the Gold Butte area outside the former 
Bunkerville allotment. See March 2012 Cattle Location Map (Attachment E). 

More Recent Trespass Observations on BLM Lands 

30. Since initiation of the lawsuit in United States v. Bundy, Case No.2: 12-cv-00804, I was 
asked to determine whether Cliven Bundy's cattle still remain on the federal lands at issue 
in this litigation that fall outside the former Bunkerville allotment. Due to limited 
budgetary resources, I was unable to conduct another comprehensive aerial and ground 

investigation. Instead, I purchased three motion sensor cameras. Based on the information 
I had collected during the prior cattle counts indicating locations outside the former 
Bunkerville allotment where cattle appear to graze year-round and based on my knowledge 
of areas where there are natural resources being adversely impacted by trespass grazing, I 
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chose three separate areas on the public lands managed by the BLM for installation of the 
cameras. See Camera Location Map (Attachment F). The three cameras were installed at 
my direction by BLM law enforcement staff on or around July 17, 2012. 

31. All three of the areas where the cameras have been placed are at springs with important 
riparian resources. 

32. The cameras take photographs both during the day and at night (using infra-red), when set 
off by movement in the vicinity. All data is stored on a card in the camera. The cards are 
collected from the cameras every few weeks by a Law Enforcement Ranger and a Great 
Basin Institute Research Associate, who also separately record any personal observations. 

I receive the camera data which becomes part of the BLM's official trespass records. 

33. The photographic evidence collected from the motion sensor cameras that I have reviewed, 
confirm that cattle bearing Cliven Bundy's brand and/or earmarks remain on the public 
lands at issue in this litigation. I have been able to confirm ownership on many of cattle 
that were photographed using the two functioning cameras (one camera was damaged by 
wildlife). Between July 17,2012 and September 12,2012, the photographs taken with 
these cameras confirm that cattle with Cliven Bundy's earmark or brand are grazing on the 
public lands. See example photographs from the camera at Mockingbird Spring that 
clearly show the Bundy brand and/or earmark (Attachment G). The two remaining 

cameras are still in place and new data continues to come in periodically. 

34. The photographs I have reviewed from the wildlife cameras confirm that Bundy cattle are 
adversely impacting the sensitive riparian areas where they have been grazing. See sample 
photographs from Aqua Chiquita Spring and from Mockingbird Spring (Attachment H). 
The photographs clearly show that those areas in the vicinity of the cameras have been 

trampled and converted to a denuded muddy area. This means that any topsoil or 
biological soil crusts and vegetation have been compromised and likely lost. This 
increases the risk of soil erosion, invasive and noxious weed infestations, and affects the 
health of the vegetative community. The deteriorated state of this area adversely affects 
wildlife and other special status species that rely on these important riparian communities 
as habitat. 

Impacts o/Trespass Grazing on the Public Lands 

35. In addition to allowing livestock to freely roam on the public lands, my work in the Gold 
Butte area has revealed that Mr. Bundy has been placing various unauthorized structures, 
such as corrals, tanks to store water, pipelines, and water troughs on the public lands for 

use by the trespass livestock. During the March 2011 count, ground crews and the 
helicopter crew (including myself) were able to observe the range improvements and 
evidence of natural resource damage reSUlting from trespass grazing on the public lands at 
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those locations. From the air, I could clearly see rings around the range improvements 
where there was little to no vegetation remaining. Due to my observations of damage to 
the rangeland resources in the vicinity of such improvements, I coordinated with a botanist 

and a wildlife biologist in our office, who conducted vegetation resource damage 
assessments around a sampling of range improvements. They confirmed on the ground 
what I had seen from the air, that there was a zone around each development that was 

heavily disturbed due to a concentration of cattle. They assessed the damage around four 
unauthorized developments - all on public lands within the former Bunkerville allotment. 
This investigation resulted in a Natural Resource Damage Assessment that described and 
quantified the damage caused by trespass livestock at the four trespass water development 
sites (Attachment I). The total cost of resource damage was determined to be $37,350. 
This figure is only for the resource damage around the four sites that were analyzed. There 
are many more trespass development sites on the BLM managed land. By extrapolating the 
cost of damage of the four sites to the many other sites on the ground, it would result in 

extremely costly damage to natural resources. 

36. During the March 20 II trespass investigation, ground crews reported to me that they had 

observed archeological resource damage attributable to livestock, in addition to Site 
Steward's reports that reported similar damage. Our team therefore requested that the 
District's archeologist conduct an Archeological Damage Assessment. This investigation 

revealed that the unauthorized livestock within the former Bunkerville allotment and on 

adjoining public lands have damaged irreplaceable archeological resources, including 
Native American petroglyphs, and other culturally significant sites, by bedding down and 

rubbing against these irreplaceable archeological resources. 

37. In the course of my normal field duties and work related to the trespass grazing, I have 
personally observed areas within the former Bunkerville allotment as well as on public 
lands in other parts of the Gold Butte area, that appear to be severely overgrazed and 
where there is evidence that the public land resources are being impacted and damaged by 
trespass grazing. The zone surrounding many of the water and range developments appear 
to be particularly overgrazed, trampled, and damaged. In many of these areas, there is a 

distinct ring where little to no native vegetation can be found. Examples of this type of 
damage to the public lands in the Gold Butte area are shown in Attachment J. 

38. I have also personally observed high concentrations of invasive grasses in denuded areas 
surrounding range developments, evidence that the trespass grazing is leading to the 
degradation of the rangelands by contributing to the spread of noxious weeds in the Gold 
Butte ACECs. Many invasive plants thrive in disturbed soil, and make it difficult for 
native plants to grow. Additionally, the seeds for many invasive species found in the area 
have features that allow them to easily catch on to humans, livestock, and other animals as 
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they pass through. This dispersal mechanism allows the weeds to spread over distances 
that native vegetation may not be able to as a result of livestock grazing. 

39. The cattle also pose a significant risk to public safety. I have personally had a near 

collision with cattle in the middle of the road on one occasion. I was driving out of the 
Gold Butte area after a day of field work and it was near dusk. I was driving along the 
Gold Butte Backcountry Byway, and had just come over a hill just past Cliven Bundy's 
residence, so visibility was limited. I saw approximately four cattle in the middle of the 

road on the public lands and had to swerve of the side of the road to miss hitting them. Had 
I not reacted as quickly as I did, I would have collided with them. 

40. The restoration of sensitive watersheds and landscapes is a Department of the Interior 
(001) priority and the Gold Butte area, and the Virgin and Muddy Rivers have been 
identified as high priority habitat due to the presence of multiple federally listed species, 

state listed endangered species, BLM sensitive species, designated critical habitat, riparian 
resource values, presence of biological soil crusts, extensive cultural resources, and other 
sensitive resource values. 

41. Because of their high priority status, the BLM has invested significant financial and other 
resources into restoration efforts within the Gold Butte, Virgin River and Muddy River 
areas. These restoration efforts are necessary to remove and replace invasive vegetation 
with native plants that provide better habitat for a number of species that are federally 
listed or at risk. Intensive restoration efforts have been taking place for over ten years 
including native revegetation, seeding, earthwork, installation of protective fences, and 

invasive species removal. These restoration efforts, however, can only be successful if 
revegetated species and seedings are left undisturbed and are able to take root and establish 
themselves over a period of a minimum of two to three years. 

42. Based on my personal experience in overseeing restoration work in the Gold Butte area 
and supervising restoration team members, it is clear that restoration actions conducted 
within these priority areas have been unsuccessful because unauthorized livestock are 
present and roam without any controls or constraints on these public lands. Revegetation 
efforts, including the planting of native saplings and shrubs, have been destroyed by 
unauthorized livestock grazing, as these young green plants offer a preferred food source 
for the cattle to graze on. 

43. In late September 2012, I was informed by a wildlife biologist with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service (FWS), that cattle had breached the fencing around a 20-acre restoration 
site on public lands along the Virgin River that had recently been planted with native 
riparian species to create nesting habitat for the Southwestern Willow Flycatcher (SWFL), 
which was listed as an endangered species under the Endangered Species Act in 1995. 
Most of the restoration site falls within the former Bunkerville allotment, but a portion of 
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the site is just outside of the allotment boundaries. On October 16, 2012 I travelled to the 
restoration site, where I personally observed a group of Mr. Bundy's trespass cattle within 
the restoration site. 

44. These cattle were grazing on the native vegetation that had been planted specifically for 
the benefit of SWFL and the cattle had significantly trampled the restoration site. It 
appeared that the cattle were moving in and out of the fenced area, so the number of cattle 
inside the fence could change from day to day. On that day, myself, the FWS biologist and 

a BLM Research Associate found 3 cattle inside the fenced site as well as approximately 
20 cattle just on the other side of the fence grazing along the Virgin River. The 
photographs in Attachment K were taken by the FWS biologist at the site in September 
and confirm that some of the cattle bear Mr. Bundy's earmarks. 

45. In order to drive the cattle out of the site to protect what was left of the planted native 

trees and shrubs, we had to cut a hole in the fence. After the cattle were driven outside the 
fenced area, we repaired the hole that we created, as well as several sections of fence that 
had been damaged or knocked down by the cattle. The damage I observed to the 
restoration and native vegetation was severe. See Attachment L for photos. Approximately 
75% of the 400 transplanted native saplings had been grazed on by the cattle. Luckily, 
many of these saplings had protective cones around their bases, so if the cattle are removed 
for a significant period of time, the plants may recover. However, any new growth that 

occurred over the growing season was lost due to the grazing. In addition to the damage to 
the transplanted saplings, I also observed significant damage to much of the naturally 
growing native vegetation as well. In particular, the cattle grazed a large portion of the 

population of a native riparian rush, Juncus balticus, down to stubs. I also observed cattle 
trailing and soil disturbance from cattle inside the restoration site. There were increased 
levels of invasive Tamarix spc. (Salt cedar) seedlings coming up in these disturbed areas. 

46. In 2012, the BLM had identified $600,000 in funding from a restoration account 
associated with the Southern Nevada Public Lands Management Act, to be used in FY 
2013-2014 for native vegetation restoration activities on the Virgin River. The main goal 
of this project was to try to improve and expand nesting habitat for the endangered SWFL, 
whose habitat is rapidly diminishing. I was involved in the planning for this project 
because at the time I was serving as the Restoration Program Manager for the SNDO, and 
I was the assigned as the Program Lead for the account where the funding was coming 
from. By working with our wildlife biologists, I found out that initiating this project, 
would have allowed the BLM to access matching funds in the amount of $400,000 from 
the Walton Family Foundation for SWFL habitat restoration, increasing the budget for 
SWFL restoration to $1,000,000. This $1,000,000 restoration project for the Virgin River 

Area of Critical Environmental Concern would have allowed large scale restoration of 
riparian SWFL habitat. Prior to this, budgetary constraints had only allowed the BLM to 
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do small scale projects of around 20 acres or less. Doing a large landscape scale project 
like this would have provided innumerable benefits to the species as a whole. This is 
considered a high priority for the SNDO because there has been rapid SWFL habitat 

decline due to the Tamarix beetle. Additionally, there are very limited riparian resources in 
the district and they contain multiple listed species and BLM sensitive species. 

47. The implementation of this $1,000,000 restoration project in FY 2013/2014 was dependent 
on the removal of all unauthorized livestock from the Virgin River ACEC and adjoining 

areas within the Gold Butte ACECs. Smaller restoration pilot projects have shown that 
even when an area has been fenced to keep the cattle out of a site, the cattle still get in and 
destroy the restoration work. For this reason, the BLM and other outside partners are not 
able to invest this kind of money on a restoration project that has a high probability of 
being damaged or destroyed by cattle. Because of the continuing presence of trespass 

cattle on the public lands, this funding was reallocated to lower priority restoration areas 
that do not benefit the endangered SWFL, and where unauthorized livestock grazing is not 
an impediment to restoration activities. Those lower priority project sites will not be 
eligible for the Walton foundation matching funds since none of those areas are within 
SWFL habitat and therefore do not directly benefit the endangered SWFL. 

48. In addition to the large-scale priority restoration project that was planned for the Virgin 
River ACEC in 201312014, because of the presence of trespass cattle many other 

restoration efforts have had to be redirected to lesser priority areas in the district outside 
the Gold Butte area and that benefit lesser priority species. This is problematic because the 
Gold Butte area has multiple federally listed species and BLM sensitive species, and the 
habitat is degraded. Restoration in this area is needed urgently, but neither the federal 
government or conservation groups are willing to expend financial resources and 
manpower on restoration work that will be damaged or destroyed by unauthorized cattle 
grazing. 

49. Restoration work has also been ongoing to try to expand the habitat for a candidate species 
for listing, the relict leopard frog. Restoration for one site called Quail Spring was 
completed in 2007 and the frogs have been introduced into the area. Shortly after the 
restoration was completed, one of the restoration technicians who reports directly to me, 

informed me that the trespass cattle have been getting into the area and trampling through, 
and defecating in, the spring and the frog habitat. Water quality has been declining, which 
may cause the frog population to decline. 

50. Another site, Horse Spring (on public lands outside the former Bunkerville allotment) has 

had restoration work done in preparation for the addition of the frogs, and there are plans 
to release ~e frogs in late 2012 or early 2013. However, this site is frequently used as a 
watering hole by the trespass cattle. Based on reports from a BLM restoration technician 
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that I directly supervise and a BLM wildlife biologist, I have concerns that the water 
quality may have declined too much as a result of the cattle impacts to those springs and 
that it may not be possible to have a successful restoration under those conditions. I have 
also received reports from my restoration crews that they have seen supplemental feed 
(mostly hay) placed at Horse Spring, which draws even more cattle into the sensitive 
riparian habitat. The supplemental feed also has the potential to exacerbate invasive weed 
issues at the spring, since most hay - unless it is certified weed-free hay purchased at a 
premium -- contains weed seeds, which in the moist soil surrounding the springs, would 
spread rapidly. 

51. The areas in need of restoration within the Gold Butte, Virgin River, and Muddy River 
areas are so large that it would be prohibitively costly to fence all of the needed restoration 
sites in order to protect them from trespass cattle, even if it was possible for such fencing 
to withstand cattle pressures. My experience with smaller fenced areas has been that the 
trespass cattle find ways to break through the fencing to graze the newly planted 
vegetation, thereby destroying all of the restoration investments that have been made. The 
removal of trespass livestock from these areas is therefore critical to the BLM's ability to 
protect and restore high priority habitat for a wide range of species, including federally 
listed, candidate, and state listed sensitive species. 

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and 

correct. Signed this 1 i h day of December, 2012 in Las Vegas, Nevada. 

Lauren Brown 

i While there are a small number (40 or less) of permitted cattle in the Lower Mormon Mesa allotment, we did not 
fly over the area where the permitted cattle are typically found within that allotment, which is up by the highway and 
towards the center and western portions of the allotment. We did fly areas in the Lower Mormon Mesa allotment 
where the permitted cattle are not typically found, and in those areas we did find cattle with Bundy brands or 
earmarks and cattle with no brands and earmarks. We did not find any cattle with the brand or earmark registered to 
the permittee of the Lower Mormon Mesa allotment. 
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